[Telomerization as a method of obtaining immortal human cells preserving normal properties].
Most human somatic cells have no telomerase activity. This leads to terminal underreplication of chromosomes and, hence, proliferative ageing of cells. We studied the consequences of introduction of the gene of the catalytic component of human telomerase hTERT in the normal fibroblasts of adult human skin. The expression of this gene led to the appearance of telomerase activity in the fibroblasts, elongation of telomeres (to the size characteristic of the embryonic cells), and immortalization. The cells retained their normal karyotype. The activity of ribosomal genes remained unchanged: the degree of their methylation, abundance, and transcriptional activity (two clones were studied). The cells did not undergo significant changes after transition over the Hayflick's limit, retained the constant rate of proliferation (one of the clones was followed to the level of 200 duplications of the population), and resembled, in appearance, young diploid human fibroblasts. The initial cells and cells transfected by an empty vector could pass through no more than 68 duplications, their proliferation slowed down and they acquired the morphology characteristic for the ageing cells. The telomerized cells retained the normal capacity of entering the proliferative rest as a result of serum starvation. Telomerization did not eliminate the contact inhibition of proliferation but led to an increased saturating density of cells, which reached the levels characteristic for the early embryonic cells. The long-term suppression of the telomerase function by azidothymidine led to a shortening of telomeres and significantly slowed down cell proliferation. The cells that did not divided for a long time were enlarged, preserved their viability, and resembled, in appearance, the ageing cells. In the test on heterokaryons (index of telomerase activity on the chromosomes inside the cell), the telomerized cells behaved as other immortal cells. All these data suggest that the telomerized cells preserved the normal mechanisms of regulation of cell proliferation.